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Balancing emergency escape with
security often presents a challenge.
While safety should always take
priority, previous standards for
escape doors have made it difficult
for teams aiming to reduce security
risks. This article introduces the EN
13637 standard, giving an overview of
what it is and some practical examples
on how to apply it.

What is EN
13637?
EN 13637:2015 (also referred to as ‘the
standard’ in this article) was introduced in
2015 as part of the UK Construction Products
Regulation document. It will soon become a
legal requirement for building owners, or people
responsible for the safety of people in their
building, to meet the standard.
EN 13637:2015 is based on an existing Deutsche
Industry Norm (DIN) Standard and now provides a
unified standard across the whole of the European
Union.
It allows for exit systems on escape doors to be
controlled electronically. Which gives building
owners, operators and designers greater control
of escape doors and escape routes, without
compromising on safety or the ability to escape in
an emergency.
Although the standard was released in 2015, the
time-line for CE certification of systems to EN
13637 is still unknown. But it is expected that this
will happen in 2017.

Why do we need a new
standard?
Until the introduction of EN 13637, the only options available to building owners were to secure doors crossing an escape with
mechanical locking solutions. These were covered by existing standards introduced in 2001 – BS EN 179 for emergency exit
devices and BS EN 1125 for panic exit devices.
Both standards require a single form of mechanical egress to withdraw all locking devices, so it’s fast and easy for someone to
escape from a building.
Having a single form of mechanical release from the secure side of the doors undoubtedly makes for a fast, easy way to
escape. But these types of doors have become more complex to secure, with escape route doors often being viewed by
perpetrators as an easier target.
To mitigate the risks introduced by comparatively low levels of mechanical security on escape doors, surveillance cameras
are often used, or possibly a local sounder with remote monitoring. In some cases, additional electronic locking is used. For
example a magnetic lock with a break glass to ensure the door can only be released under certain circumstances.
Introducing additional locking mechanisms can add complications and reduce the ease of escape. And, if they could prevent
people escaping in a panic situation, they wouldn’t be in compliance with BS EN 179 or BS EN 1125.

How does this new
standard relate to
existing standards?
Does it replace them?
EN13637 isn’t intended to replace the current EN 179 and
EN 1125 standards, but can provide additional options to
manage unauthorised use of escape route doors. It gives the
possibility to block or delay egress and will often be used
in conjunction with a conventional mechanical solution that
conforms to EN1125 or EN179.
Careful selection of the correct solution will be needed to
ensure the measures used are appropriate to the type and
number of users and the perceived risk.

Scenario 1 –
Blocking an
escape route
from opening
Safety and the safe egress of building occupants must always
be at the forefront of building security design. But there are

Escape door

occasions, or specific industries or types of buildings, where
higher levels of security or control are needed and which
make mechanical locking solutions less desirable.

Critical area is restricted to authorised staff only – the area
At an international passenger airport, for example, there are

outside the terminal where aircraft taxi, are refuelled, loaded

three distinct zones – landside, airside and critical area.

with baggage and take off and land.

Landside is the areas of an airport terminal that any member

Emergency escape routes will pass from airside to landside

of the public can access, such as car parks, arrivals lounges,

or from the critical area to airside. They need to be controlled

shops and restaurants before the security check point.

to ensure only people with the relevant authorisation can
enter or move between these zones. The airport operator

Airside is the area that passengers and staff can access after

may require that, when someone activates the panic bar to

passing through strict identity and security checks, such as

try to release these doors, they remain closed to preserve the

the shops, bars, restaurants and departure gates near where

security of each zone. But an alarm is triggered in the control

the aircraft is boarded.

room to alert a security officer that someone has tried to
open them.
If the situation described above is a real emergency, there
are procedures to ensure people can escape in a controlled
way without their safety being comprised. There could, for
example, be a key override switch at the door, or a remote
release function from a control room or monitoring
location.

Scenario 2 – Delaying an
escape route from opening
The current EN standards, EN 179 and EN 1125, state that

Most stores have these doors alarmed. Local sounders near

the locking elements of a door must retract immediately via

the door alert passersby that it’s been opened, and an alarm

a single operation to allow safe egress. But there are some

also sounds in the control room or security monitoring facility

environments where this may cause security-related issues.

to alert security staff. But, by the time the alarm’s gone off
and security staff have reached the door, it’s likely the culprit

In the average supermarket or shopping center, the entran-

will have escaped with the stock.

ce and exit of each store has electronic anti-theft tagging
barriers. If someone attempts to take something they’ve

EN 13637 allows for escape doors to automatically delay

not paid for from the store, an alarm sounds. If the store has

opening for 15 seconds when someone attempts to open

uniformed security officers, they’re usually based near the

them. Although there must be a visual indication of the alarm

entrance or exit to help them apprehend anyone trying to

at the door – usually a series of lights surrounding the escape

steal from the shop.

mechanism so the delay doesn’t induce panic in an emergency situation. This delay in opening usually gives enough time

This is good practice as most people entering or exiting the

for security staff to assess and implement a response, but

store will need to use this entrance. Typically, the rear doors

may not be enough time to apprehend the thief.

or loading bay areas are secured by access control and few
people have access to them.

If the security team has a surveillance camera monitoring the
door, and can prove that someone is monitoring the situation

The weak points from a security perspective are the emer-

visually to confirm there’s not an actual panic situation, they

gency escape doors: someone trying to steal goods could

can increase the delay to three minutes. This improves the

push the crash bars to open the doors and leave via the

chances of the security team catching the culprit.

emergency escape doors. A store employee leaving stock either near or outside an escape door to pass to an accomplice
is also a common tactic.

Escape door with local sounder

Escape door with delay indication

Scenario 3 –
Supplementing
mechanical
escape with
electronic
locking on an
escape door

Escape door with additional panic hardware

Some buildings may be more at risk from an attack when the

To operate the system, when the last person leaves the

building is unoccupied, or where chains are commonly seen

building and arms the intrusion detection system, the addi-

securing an escape door overnight which are removed during

tional locks are activated and secure the escape doors from

the day when the premises are occupied.

opening, therefore increasing security. When the first person
arrives the next morning, they simply disarm the intrusion de-

There is always the risk that someone may forget to remove

tection system, and the supplementary locks are deactivated,

them and therefore compromise the use of an escape route.

leaving the existing panic door hardware as the method of

This is a potential requirement in educational facilities, theat-

escape from the building.

res or industrial units.
With this approach, additional security measures are being
Let’s take an industrial unit as an example, where staff work

placed around the escape doors when the building is unoc-

from early in the morning until mid to late afternoon, after

cupied, and so at the highest level of risk, without compromi-

which the building is secured and left unattended. These

sing escape when the building is occupied. Most importantly,

buildings are also typically in remote areas or industrial

there’s no reliance on someone remembering (or forgetting)

estates, and so need a vehicle-based security response as

to unlock and lock the additional locks on the escape doors.

security staff are unlikely to be based nearby.

It happens automatically as part of arming and disarming the
intrusion detection system that building users are already

These kinds of buildings are usually manufactured from

familiar with.

metal, and the escape doors can be quite thin and therefore
susceptible to someone cutting through them from the outsi-

Exit systems are also very useful where an escape door re-

de and reaching in to operate the crash bar and gain entry.

quires a read in/read out access control on both sides of the
door.

In this instance, additional security measures are needed
around the escape doors that shouldn’t complicate escape

Read in/read out systems will block access through doors

for occupants when the building is in use. Or compromise the

that may lead on to or be on the escape route, the use of an

compliance of escape standards EN 179 and EN 1125.

an exit system in these situations will give a much safer and
more compliant means of managing access without hindering

In this scenario, it’s possible to install additional electrically
operated locks that require power to withdraw them, and
interface the locks with the intruder detection system.

the ability to escape.
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